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PROBLEM DEPARTMENT.
BY E. L. BROWN,

Princip.al North Side High School, Denver, Colo.

Readers of this magazine are invited to send solutions of the problems
in which they are interested. Problems and solutions will be duly credited
to their authors. Address all communications to B. L. Brown, 3435 Al-
cott Street, Denver, Colo.

Algebra.

303. Proposed by Nelson L. Roray, Metuchen, N. J,
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(Hall and Knighfs Higher Algebra, p. 11, ex. 11.)
I. Solution by T. 77. Leighton, Chicago, III., and M. H. Pearson, Mont-

gomery, Ala.
The sum of the antecedents being to the sum of the consequents as any

antecedent to its consequent, we have
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Multiplying the given ratios by a, b^ c respectively we have
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II. Solution by C. H. Stoutenburgh, Trenton, N. J.
Using the first two, then the first and last equations, solving^ in each

case for -1� and equating the results:

a(y+2)�c(z+y) _ b(y^s’)^c{^+y)
c(y-{-z)-b^x) a(y+z)-b(x+y)

Clearing of fractions and collecting terms:

(a6+ac)^+(ab+6c}y-{-(ac+6c)z^=(b^c^x+^+c^y+^+b^z.
Adding bcx-\-acy-\-CLbz to both sides,
(ao+bc+ca)^+(ab-{- bc-\-ca)y+(ab+bc-{-ca)2=(y+bc+c^+ia^+ac+c^y

+(a<i+ab+b^.
Adding the 1st member of-the equation to both sides
2[ab^bc^ca}{^+y^s}^^W+c)2+a(b+c)~[^yl(a-^c]’i+6(a+c)]-}-

s\.{a+b}2+c(a�¥b}’\
That is, 2[ab+bc+ca}(x+y-{-z)=={aJt’b+c)[(b+c)x-\-(a+c)y+(a-^b)2’}.

Whence
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^
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a+b+c ab+bc-{-ca
304. Selected.
Divide a number a into two parts such that the product of the nth

power of one and the mth power of the other shall be a maximum. (Solve
without the use of calculus.)
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Solution by P. Bugene Seymour, Trenton, N. /.
The following proof depends upon the theorum: The product of any

:number of positive quantities whose sum is constant is a maximum when
;those quantities are all equal.

I/et the two parts be x and a�x. Then it is required to find what value
of x makes x^ � (a�x^ a maximum.

\^^\.\^=xn � {a�x^.

- Lf
=:
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Since n and m are constants evidently Li will be a maximum when 1^
�(n’^’m’^1) is a maximum.

Now f^r. (a=^\m= (x-.x.. JL. .. .\(^L. ^. –=^.....-).\n/ \ m / \n n n /\ m m m /

The sum of the factors in this last product is constant since there are n
factors in the first part and m factors in the second part making the sum a.
Hence the produce (and therefore L) will be a maximum when these

factors are all equal, that is when
x a�x , an
� == ��, or when x == ��,�*n m m-\-n

therefore ^’(a�x)’^ will be a maximum when
an

x^ m-{-n

.299. Proposed by Henry A. Levy, Houghton, Mich.
JFind the value of the undetermined coefficients in the expansion:
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Solution by G. B. Bscott, Ann Arbor, Mich.

The expression is more symmetrical if n is replaced by x�2.
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Transposing the first four terms on the right side to the left, combining
Ahese fractions into one and simplifying, we get
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4" "T":��o\2,^_1\2 + <^a�/n2* (^(^�2^(^�1)^ (.y-^)2^-!)2 (^-4)2
_90

Also transposing the term -,���^�,��-,-v� to the left side and combin-

ing, we have
270^4-1350^�1350^�9270^ 4-1080^4-13680 _

{^�^(x^�l^x
~

-(^^4)^=^- +.....,.......... (3)

Multiplying both members by x\x1�l)2^2^)1 and putting .r==0 we get
C+4D-h4^==0. (4)

Multiplying both members by x^ and then putting ^r==oo we get
B+P+G==270. (5)

Multiplying both members by {x�I)1 and then putting xvs\ we get

C+9D+36^+36P==5760. (6)
Multiplying by (x-\-\^ and putting x == � 1 we get

C+D== �5760. (7)
Multiplying by (^��2)2 and putting ^-=2 we get

C+16D+144^+576F+36G=-3600. (8)
Multiplying by (.r+2)’ and putting .^== �2 we get

C+36G=3600. (9)
Multiplying by .Vs and putting ;r== oo we get

A+2B+6F==1350. (10)
By solving equations (4) to (10) we find the values of A, B,?C, D, ^, P, G..

Geometry.

305. Proposed by P. Eugene Seymour, Trenton, N. /.
Given the three distances from a point within an equilateral triangle to9

the vertices to construct the triangle.
I. Solution by I. L. Winckler, Cleveland, Ohio.
Let a, b, c, be the distances from the vertices A, B, C to 0, the point

within the equilateral triangle. Construct the triangle OAD with. the sides
OA, AD, DO equal respectively to a, b, c.
On DO construct an equilateral triangle DOC, C and A being on oppo-

site sides of DO, and draw AC. On AC construct the equilateral triangle
ACB so as to contain the point 0. This is the required triangle.
Draw OB. AOBC = AADC. For AC = CB, OC ==CD, and ZACD

=ZOCB, each being equal to 60° � ZOCA. .’. OB == AD = b.
II. Solution by Norman Anning, North Bend, B. C.
Let a, b, c be the given distances and d the side of the required triangle.
Construct the triangle ABC whose sides are a, b, c.
Describe equilateral, triangles BCD, CAE, ABF all outward. The lines

AD, BIC and CF are equal in length and are concurrent at 0, and the
whole angle about 0 is divided into six equal parts.
Write x, y, s for AO, BO, CO. We have the equations

a^y*-\-y2-\-z9
^==^+^4-^,
^»==^’»-[-^-j/-j-j/2^
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Applying Ptolemy’s theorem to
the cyclic quadrilateral BDCO we
find that OD == OB + OC == y+2.

.’.AD == x + y + z == d, the
^side of the required equilateral tri-
angle. To prove this, construct the
equilateral triangle LMN’ whose
side is J. Divide the sides as shown
in the figure and draw parallels.
These will be concurrent at a
point P such that

PI^2==j/2+j/^4-^2=^2 or PI^==^.

^ Similarly PM == b and PN �===��,
and LMN is the required triangle.

Note: If the equilateral triangles BCD, CAE, ABF had been described
all inward we would obtain a second solution of the more general prob-
lem: "Given the three distances from any point within, or without, an
equilateral triangle to the vertices to construct the triangle."

306. Proposed by Bditor.
If a cube and an octahedron have a common circumscribing sphere,

prove that their surfaces are in the .same ratio as their volumes.
Solution by T. P. L,e’ighton, Chicago, III.

Denote by x an edge of the octahedron. The octahedron is the sum of
eight pyramids having common vertex at the center of the sphere; the bases
of the pyramids are the faces of the octahedron. These faces have area,

each, expressed by -.-1/3, so that the surface of the octahedron is 2;r2^/3’,
and its volume is 2^�27/3 times one-third the common altitude of the pyra-

mids, or 2^1/3’times �x�, or ^r3-^/^ The diagonal of the cube passes
3^/6

through the center of the sphere, and under the hypothesis equals x’\/2.
If we denote by y the edge of the cube, J^T/3 is its diagonal, andy(/3==
x~\/Z, Qry^Zx/ 1/6. The surface of the cube is therefore 4.r1, and its

4^3
volume is ���.

3-1/6
.’. so-^= 2.^1/3"

^ t/3"
Sc 4^.2 2

and v^- == y^V^ = Vj_
Vc 4^ 2

’

3-1/6"
. S^ Va_

’ ’ Sc Vc ’

Trigonometry.

307. Proposed by A. C. Smith, Denver, Colo.
Show that cos 36° cos 72° == %.
I. Solution by R. M. Mathews, Chicago, III.
The equation cos 36° cos 72°==J< is of the form

cos A - cos 2A=^.
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Since cos 2A==2 cos ’A�1 this becomes
8 cos3 A�4 cos A�l==0,

A cubic to be solved for cos A.
Factoring, (2 cos A4-l)(4 cos ’A�2 cos A�l) =0,

whence cos A= �^, 1+1^5’
^
1-1^5

4 ’ 4
When cos A= �^, A===120°, 240°;

cos A== l+^/5 = .8090, A=36°, 324°;
4

cos A= I’-l^ == � .3090, A=108°, 252°.
4

II. Solution by Norman Annmg, North Bend, B, C.
Cos1 36°-cos1 72°=^ (2 cos2 36�1+1--2 cos1 72°)

=^ (cos 72°�cos 144°)
=^(cos72°+cos36°)

Divide through by cos 36° -+� cos 72° which is not zero since each is positive.
.*. cos 36°�cos 72°===%,

cos 36°+cos 108°=%,
2 cos 72° cos 36°==%.

.’. cos 36° cos72°==3<.
III. Solution by P. Bugene Seymour^ Trenton, N. J.
I^et ABC be a A constructed containing the given angles, A=72°, C=36°,

and .’. B=72°. lyet CD be the altitude from C and AE) the bisector of the
ZA. I,et AB=2<-, AC==BC=^. .’. A^==CE)==AB=2<-, and W^b�2c.

Cos 72°== 4 ! ��� 2cos«36°-l== -E-, or cos 36°- }b+c[bj. f . . tj ^V-»>3 ^J\J J.�� 7^ , \J1. ^\JO »->U ���

^ I.-,o o v 2o

But, since AI$ bisects the Z A,

{b�2c) : 2c==2c : b, whence b=c (l/5~+l).

.-. cos 36° . cos 72° = , c , \c(V^2)
^(l/5+l) \2^(l/5’+l) /4<

IV. Solution by the Proposer.
Let AOB be diameter of circle 0; AB, BC, CD sides of a regular inscribed

decagon; BD, DI$ sides of a regular inscribed pentagon; CP a diameter
intersecting BD in M and AB produced in I/. I/et ^==I$D==DB, and
^=AB=BC==CD.

I/et r=radius of circle. BI/=BO==^ and M is mid-point of I/O ==^4-^,
since LC=BC==^.
LA - I/B==LP - LC, or r(r+^) =d(d+2r). .’. r^d^+rd. (1)

BM^BO^OM2, or (^/2)2=rl- (r^)2. .’. P^^�2rd�d* . (2)
Prom (1) and (2), ^r^2. (3)
BD2=B02+D02�2BO � DO - cos BOD, or^=2^�2r2 cos 72°. (4)
BCS^BO’+COS-^BO � CO . cos BOC, or a?2^^-^ cos 36°. (5)
Prom (3) and (4), ^�^^r^cos 36°�cos 72°) (6)
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.�. from (3) and (6), cos 36°�cos 72°==%.
But cos 36°�cos 72°=2 sin 54° sin 18° =2 cos 36° cos 72°.

.’. 2 cos 36° cos 72°=^,
or cos 36° cos72°=X.

CREDIT FOR SOLUTIONS RECEIVED.
303. Byron Cosby, A. M. Harding, Philip Fitch, T. F. I^eighton, D. E.

MacCormick, R. M. Mathews, A. 1^. McCarty, M. H. Pearson, F.
Eugene Seymour, C. H. Stoutenburgh, I. L. Winckler. (11)

304. E. Eugene Seymour, C. H. Stoutenburgh. (2)
305. Norman Anning, M. H. Pearson, C. H. Stoutenburgh, F. Eugene

Seymour, I. L. Winckler. (5)
306. T. F. Leighton, R. M. Mathews, M. H. Pearson, Kenneth Reynolds,

C. H. Stoutenburgh, I. L. Winckler. (6)
307. Norman Anning, A. M. Harding, E. A. Pollard Jones, T. F. I^eigh-

ton, R. M. Mathews (2 solutions), A. L. McCarty, M. H. Pearson,
F. Eugene Seymour, A. C. Smith, C. H. Stoutenburgh, I. L.
Winckler. (12)

Total number of solutions, 36.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.
Algebra.

318. Proposed by Bimer Schuyler, Brooklyn, N. V.
A man was born in the nineteenth century.
He was x years of age in year ^r2.
Find his age in the year 1875.
319. Proposed by B. B. Bscott, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Solve: ^�(y-z^^a. (1)

y^-(z^Y=b. (2)
z^x-y^c. (3)

Geometry.

320. Proposed by Bimer Schuyler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The distance between the centers of two circles is 12. The length of

the common external tangent is 15 and that of the common internal
tangent is 10. Required the radii of the circles.

321. Proposed by L. L. Hording, Suffield, Conn.
The arc of a circle is 350 feet long; the distance from its mid-point

to its chord is four inches. What is the length of the chord?
322. Proposed by H. B. Trefethen, Wateruille, Me.
The centers of two circles are A and B. Draw their common tangents

with the straight edge only.

NEARLY THREE FOURTHS OF A MILLION MINERS.

The number of miners engaged in bituminous and lignite mining in
1911 was 549,750 and those in anthracite mining, 172,585, a total of 722,
335. The average production per man was 738 tons for the year in the
bituminous and lignite mines and 524 tons in the anthracite mines. In
1910 the corresponding averages were 751 and 498 tons.


